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Feedback from a base-mounted force/torque sensor can be used to estimate joint torque in robotic
manipulators. High precision position control is attainable.

Abstract
Joint friction is a major problem in accurate robot position control, particularly during low-speed, small-amplitude tasks. This
paper proposes a simple, practical, and e!ective method to compensate for joint friction, using a six-axis force/torque sensor mounted
under the manipulator. From these measurements, joint torques are estimated and used in a torque controller, which virtually
eliminates friction and gravity e!ects, providing high-precision motion control even for small motions at low speed. The method does
not require complex analytical friction models. The method also does not require expensive and unreliable internal joint-torque
sensors. Experimental results demonstrate the e!ectiveness and practicality of the method for an electrical PUMA and hydraulic
Schilling Titan II manipulator.  2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Manipulation; Position control; Torque control; Friction

1. Introduction
Precise position and force control is required for many
important applications, including the assembly of precision-component systems, micro-manipulation, and robotic surgery (Ku & Salcudean, 1996). These applications
often require very small motions at low speeds. Under
such conditions, the degrading e!ects of joint, actuator
and transmission friction can dominate system behavior,
making precise position and endpoint force control of
robotic manipulators di$cult to achieve.
The problem is compounded when the manipulator
must move heavy objects at slow speeds with high precision. The important problem of nozzle dam placement
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in nuclear power plant maintenance is such an application (Zezza, 1985). In this application, an hydraulic or
highly geared electrical manipulator is required to precisely place a large, heavy nozzle dam. In hydraulic
manipulators, joint seal friction is often very high, and
likewise in highly geared electrical manipulators, transmission friction is often high. Hence, obtaining precise
motion and force control in these systems is very di$cult.
Substantial research has been devoted to improving
friction-degraded manipulator performance. Direct-drive
electrical robots have been proposed and developed that
have relatively low joint friction (Asada & YoucefToumi, 1987). However, these systems are not appropriate for applications that require the applications of large
forces. Also, direct-drive actuators are heavy compared
with geared actuators, and thus are not appropriate for
applications that require lightweight manipulators, such
as space applications (Schenker et al., 1997).
Control methods have also been proposed to reduce
the e!ects of joint friction. Some methods incorporate
a mathematical model of friction (Canudas de Wit, 1988).
An estimate of frictional forces provided by the model is
used either in feedforward or feedback compensation
(Armstrong, 1991; Popovic, Shimoga & Goldenberg, 1994).
These methods require a precise model. Unfortunately,
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friction is a highly complex, nonlinear phenomena that
can depend upon numerous factors, including joint position, load, temperature, and wear (Armstrong, 1991).
These factors can be challenging to estimate or measure,
and thus model-based friction compensation remains
di$cult to implement in practical applications.
To overcome modeling di$culties, adaptive methods
have been proposed (Canudas de Wit, Olsson, Astrom
& Lischinsky, 1996). Dither has also been utilized to
improve low-speed positioning performance (Ipri &
Asada, 1995). A method that utilizes short-duration
torque pulses computed from fuzzy-logic reasoning has
also been studied (Popovic, Gorinvesky & Goldenberg,
1995). This approach can be e!ective in applications
where only the "nal end-e!ector position is critical. The
method cannot control the trajectory that a manipulator
takes to reach this "nal position.
Finally, measurement-based friction compensation
methods have been studied (Luh, Fisher & Paul, 1983;
Pfe!er, Khatib & Hake, 1989; Vischer & Khatib, 1995).
In these methods, the torque applied to a manipulator's
links is measured and used as the feedback signal in
a torque control loop. Friction is an output disturbance
to this control system. With su$cient gain and bandwidth, the torque controller can reject frictional e!ects.
These measurement-based methods have the advantage
of being model-free, and have been shown to be e!ective
in practice (Pfe!er et al., 1989; Vischer & Khatib, 1995).
However, this approach requires torque sensors mounted
at the joint transmission outputs. The use of `indirect
sensinga at the actuator level (such as motor current
measurements or di!erential pressure in hydraulic systems) is not appropriate for friction compensation, because the friction disturbance is not measured by these
methods. Joint-torque sensors have the drawback of added cost, increased joint #exibility, and additional cabling and electronics. Their complexity can reduce system
reliability. Finally, internal sensors must be included during the design of a manipulator, as it is di$cult to add
them to the existing systems.
In this paper, a new measurement-based joint friction
compensation method is presented. The method, called
base sensor control (BSC), uses a six-axis force/torque
sensor placed under the base of the manipulator (Morel
& Dubowsky, 1996; Iagnemma, 1997; Iagnemma, Morel
& Dubowsky, 1997). From the measured forces and
torques it is possible to calculate the net dynamic torque
applied to the links of the manipulator. This measurement is uncorrupted by joint friction. These calculated
torques are used in joint-torque controllers. This method
eliminates the need for internal joint sensors with the
practical problems described above.
The BSC method in its most general form requires
dynamic and gravitational models of the system, but no
friction model. Nonetheless, the dynamic and gravitational model calculations can be a burden. It is shown

that a nearly model-free form of the method can be
applied successfully in applications that require lowspeed, small-amplitude motions. Experimental results are
presented for low-speed, small-amplitude tasks that show
that the reduced (i.e. model-free) method can achieve very
"ne performance. The reduced method requires only
simple kinematic coordinate transformations to implement, and hence is easy to apply and does not require
substantial computational resources. Results are presented for BSC control of a highly geared PUMA electric
manipulator and a hydraulically powered Schilling Titan
II manipulator. For both systems, low-speed smallmotion performance is greatly improved, even while
transporting heavy payloads.

2. Theoretical basis of BSC control
In this section, the equations for joint-torque estimation using a base force/torque sensor are developed.
2.1. General principles
Consider a serial manipulator mounted on a base
force/torque sensor as shown in Fig. 1. Classical torque
control requires measurement of the dynamic torque
applied at each joint i, q G . The total wrench acting at

joint, w G , can be expressed as the sum of two wrenches:

w G "w G #w G ,
(1)



where w G is the wrench due to gravity and w G is the


dynamic wrench due to manipulator motion. The 6;1
wrench vector w G is composed of two 3;1 vectors, the

force vector f G and the moment vector mG at an arbit

rary point A.
The dynamic torque at joint i, q G , is a component of

the wrench w G parallel to the joint i axis, representing the

dynamic interaction between links i!1 and i:
s G "z2 m-GG\ ,
(2)

G\ 
where the point O
and the unit vector z
de"ne the
G\
G\
joint i axis (see Fig. 1). Note that in the following analysis,
only rotary joints are considered. However, the method is
not restricted to rotary-joint manipulators. For a linear
joint, the joint force f G along the joint translation axis

z
would be given by
G\
f G "z2 f G .
(3)

G\ 
To compute s G from Eq. (2), or f G from Eq. (3), the


wrench w G must be derived from the total wrench mea
sured at the base of the robot, w  . Note that the base
R
sensor measures the wrench corresponding only to the
net forces and torques e!ectively transmitted to the
manipulator's links. Thus, joint and transmission friction
do not appear in the measured base wrench, since friction
is an internal force.
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Fig. 1. Serial manipulator mounted on a base force/torque sensor.

The wrench w G can be rewritten from Eq. (1) as

(4)
w G "w G !w G .



The "rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), w G , can

be computed from the base wrench by writing the
Newton}Euler equations of successive bodies from
the base link 0 to link i!1:
w  "w  !w   w   ,




w  "w  !w   w   ,




$
w G "w G\ !w  G\ !w  G\ .




Summing equation set (5) leads to

(5)

G\
G\
w  I!
w  I,
(6)
w  "w  !




I
I
where w  I is the dynamic wrench due to the motion of

link k, and w  I is the gravity wrench due to the mass of

link k (see Fig. 1).
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), w G ,

corresponds to the gravity wrench at joint i. It is the
summation of the link gravitational e!ects for all the
links located between joint i and of the manipulator tip
(link n, see Fig. 1). Thus
L

w G" w  I.


IG
Combining Eqs. (4), (6) and (7) yields



w



I

L
# w 

IG



G\
!
w  I

I
I
G\
G\
"w  !w  !
w  I "w  !
w  I.
(8)





I
I
Eq. (8) shows that in order to compute the dynamic
wrench at joint i, w G , from the measured base wrench,


w G "w  !



G\

(7)

I

Fig. 2. BSC control algorithm.

w  , it is necessary to compensate for the total manipula
tor gravity wrench, w  , and the dynamic e!ects of links

located between the base link and link i!1. Eq. (2) yields
G\
s G "z2 m-G\ !
z2 m-G\
.
(9)

G\ 
G\   I
I
The dynamic torque applied to the links of the manipulator can be computed from the above relationships.
Fig. 2 is a #owchart of the joint-torque estimation
procedure.
2.2. Estimation algorithm
In order to implement the algorithm, it is necessary
to develop the expressions of the wrenches w  I and

w  I as a function of the manipulator's joint con"gura
tion and motion. They can both be expressed at the
center of mass G of link k:
I
f
m v %I
I I
,
w  I"   I "

m%I I
I x #x ;(I x )

I I
I
I I
f
m g
w  I"   I " I ,

m%I I
0


  
   



(10)

where m is the mass of link k, v %I is the linear accelerI
I
ation of link k at G , I is the inertia tensor of link k, x
I I
I
and x are the angular velocities and accelerations, reI
spectively, of link k, and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. Note that all velocities and accelerations are
expressed relative to the base frame R .

The total gravity moment at the center of the base
sensor, point O , can then be expressed as the product of

a geometry matrix G(q) and a vector p of grouped mass
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parameters (West, Papadopoulos, Dubowsky & Chean,
1989):

 
L

f

L



m g
I

I
m g
I
w  " I
"
" 
,

L
L
G(q)p

d  I ;m g
m-I
I

-%
I
I





(11)

where m
is the total manipulator mass and d  I is

-%
a displacement vector from point O to point G . Note

I
that all displacement vectors are expressed in the base
frame R . Thus, the dynamic wrench at the base can be

computed by





f !m g

w  "w  !w  " 
.



m  !G(q)p


(12)

The "nal torque is then obtained by expanding the terms
of Eq. (9). The "rst term of Eq. (9) can be written as
z2 m-G\ "z2 [m- #d G\  ;f  ]
G\ 
G\ 
- 
"[z2 S G\ 
G\ - -

 

f
z2 ]  ,
G\ m-


(13)

where S G\  is the skew symmetric matrix such that
- and
for any vector a, S G\  a"d G\  ;a. Since z
- G\
- S G\  depend only on joint con"guration, Eq. (13),
- combined with Eq. (12), can be written as

positions. Thus, the (n!k) last columns are zero. Di!erentiating Eq. (16) with respect to time yields
v %I "J*(q)qK #JQ *(q, q )q ,
I
I
I
(17)
x "J0(q)qK #JQ 0(q, q )q ,
I
I
I
where qK is the joint acceleration vector. Combining
Eqs. (15)}(17) yields
G\

z2 m-G\
"B (q)qK #C (q, q )q ,
(18)
G\   I
G
G
I
where B (q)qK represents the inertial e!ects of the "rst
G
i!1 links on the base, projected onto the ith joint axis.
The 1;n column matrix B (q) is given by
G
G\
B (q)"z2
(19)
[m S G\ I J*(q)#I J0(q)].
I I
G
G\
I - % I
I
The term C (q, q )q represents the centrifugal and Coriolis
G
e!ects of the "rst i!1 links on the base, projected on the
ith joint axis. The 1;n vector C (q, q ) is given by
G
G\
C (q, q )"z2
[m S G\ I JQ *(q, q )#I JQ 0(q, q )
G
G\
I - % I
I I
I
#SJ0I q q I J0(q)].
(20)
 I I
Combining Eqs. (9), (14) and (18), and grouping the line
vectors A (q), B (q) and C (q, q ) into n;n matrices, the
G
G
G
torque estimation equation becomes





f !m g

z2 m- "A (q) 
,
(14)
G\ 
G
m- !G(q)p

where A (q)"W
z2 S G\  z2 X is a 1;6 vector deG
G\ - - G\
pending on robot kinematic parameters only.
The second term of Eq. (9) represents a compensation
for the e!ect of the motion of the links between the base
and the joint being considered, and can be written as

f !m g

s "A(q) R
!B(q)qK !C(q, q )q ,
(21)

m- !G(q)p
R
where s is an n;1 vector.

Thus, estimation of the torque at each joint requires
knowledge of the measured wrench at the base, the
manipulator mass properties, and the position, velocity,
and acceleration of each joint.

G\

2.3. Simplifying assumptions for xne motion tasks





G\
z2 m-G\
"
z2 [m%I I #d G\ I ;f  I ]
G\   I
G\ 
- %

I
I
G\
"z2
[I x #x ;(I x )
G\
I I
I
I I
I
(15)
#m S G\ I v %I ].
I - % I
The kth link inertial wrench is a function of link velocity
and acceleration. The link velocity (v%I , x ) is related to
I
I
joint velocity, q , by
v%I "J*(q)q ,
I
I
(16)
x "J0(q)q ,
I
I
where J*(q) and J0(q) are the 3;n partial Jacobian maI
I
trices for linear and rotational motions, respectively.
Note that J*(q) and J0(q) depend only on the "rst k link
I
I

The implementation of Eq. (21) is, in theory, possible
for general tasks. However, it presents some practical
problems. First, it requires knowledge of the mass parameters of the manipulator. These parameters are often not
well known for industrial systems (An, 1988; Liu, Iagnemma, Dubowsky & Morel, 1998; Raucent, Campion,
Bastin, Samin & Willems, 1992). Second Eq. (21) requires
measurement or estimation of joint accelerations. The
direct measurement of acceleration is di$cult to achieve,
and computation of acceleration from joint velocity at
slow speed can be di$cult due to noise corruption. Fortunately, the slow speeds and small motions typical of
high-precision tasks allows the dynamic terms in Eq. (21)
to be neglected, or
B(q)qK +0,

C(q, q )q +0.

(22)
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In addition, since precision tasks generally involve smallamplitude motions, the gravitational forces and moments
seen at the manipulator base are essentially constant.
This constant wrench can be treated as a static o!set. All
torque estimations can then be based on the di!erence
between the dynamic wrench and the initial static
wrench. This static wrench, w
, is easily obtained by
  
simply reading the base sensor prior to the initiation of
the "ne-motion task, while the manipulator is stationary.
With these assumptions, Eq. (21) becomes

935

Fig. 3. Puma Denavit}Hartenberg link frames.

s "A(q)[w !w
].
(23)


  
Hence the implementation of the BSC algorithm for
precision motion tasks requires only a simple kinematic
calculation represented by A(q). Eq. (23) is a static approximation of the force transmission between the measured wrench and the joint of interest, and A(q) is the
transpose of the manipulator jacobian expressed at O .

Note that no mass properties of the system need to be
identi"ed, and no dynamic model or calculations are
required. The method is nearly model-free. The experimental results presented below demonstrate the e!ectiveness of the simpli"ed algorithm.

3. Experimental BSC control of a Puma 550 manipulator
Fig. 3 shows a Puma 550 manipulator mounted on
a base force/torque sensor. The manipulator is controlled
by a single board 68020 VME computer supporting
VxWorks, with a 300 Hz sampling frequency. The base
sensor used in these experiments was a modi"ed version
of the AMTI OR6-1000 six-axis force/moment sensor
(AMTI, 1995). The cost of sensors of this type is approximately 50% greater than the cost of a wrist force/torque
sensor with equivalent performance, a small fraction of
the cost of adding internal joint torque sensors.
Considering the "rst three joints of the manipulator,
an expression for the matrix A(q) of Eq. (23) can be
written as



A(q)"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

s

0



1

!c
0 , (24)

a s c
a c c
!a c
s
!c
0
  
  
  

where a is a Denavit}Hartenberg parameter corre
sponding to link 2 length (a "x2 d   , see Fig. 3). As

 -discussed above, B(q) and C(q, q ) are assumed to be zero.
Thus, the torque calculation depends only on the
manipulator joint positions, the measured base wrench,
and the manipulator's kinematic parameters.


3.1. Friction torque measurements
Experiments were performed to study the nature of the
friction in a PUMA 550. The PUMA is a highly geared

Fig. 4. Open-loop experiment for joint 1 of PUMA.

manipulator, and one would expect to observe substantial joint friction. A voltage was applied to the input of
the power ampli"ers of the PUMA 550, and the torque at
the joints was estimated with the BSC method.
Fig. 4 shows the results for the "rst joint. The output
torque is estimated with Eq. (23). The estimated torque is
compared to the commanded motor torque s
, which

is computed from the motor armature current (i.e. s
is

equal to the armature current multiplied by the motor
torque constant).
When the system is driven with a sinusoidal input (see
Fig. 4a), the output torque measured with the base
sensor appears to be the input wave form with a disturbance torque. Fig. 4b shows that the disturbance sign
changes when the velocity sign changes, and as expected
closely resembles Coulomb friction. Also, note that the
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calculated joint torque has very low noise, due to the
quality of the force sensor and its electronics.
The magnitude of the Coulomb joint friction shown in
Fig. 4b is very large. For the experiment shown, it is
approximately equal to 50% of the magnitude of the
commanded torque. In "ne motion tasks, it would be
signi"cantly larger in magnitude than the torque applied
to the joint, and performance would be substantially
degraded.

Fig. 5. Torque control block diagram.

3.2. BSC torque control
To compensate for this disturbance, a high-gain integral torque controller with feedforward compensation
was considered, of the form
s "s #k






R



(s



!s ),


(25)

where s and s are the desired and the base-sensed


torques, respectively (see Fig. 5).
Linear analysis suggests that an integral compensator
will provide good performance, achieving low-pass "ltering and zero steady-state error (Volpe & Khosla, 1992).
A proportional compensator tends to introduce instability, and a derivative compensator is ine!ective and di$cult to implement. While this analysis also suggests that
a feedforward compensator should not be used in conjunction with integral control, the experimental work
presented below (with a real nonlinear system) shows
some improvement in the torque control performance
when a feedforward term is used.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the application of base-sensed
torque control to the "rst joint of the Puma 550. The
control gain k was tuned to 75% of the value that

caused experimental structural oscillations.
Here the desired torque is a triangular wave with an
amplitude of 3 N m. Note that the experimentally measured dry friction is more than 5 N m. Without torque
feedback, the net torque applied to the link would simply
be zero, as the friction would be larger than the motor
torque. The link would not move. The torque feedback
experimental results show that under BSC control the
output torque remains very close to its desired value. The
current-controlled motor must produce nearly 8 N m to
track the desired torque pro"le. Fig. 6 shows that when
the sign of the torque disturbance changes, the torque
error peak remains small ($1 N m, i.e. only 20% of the
Coulomb friction) and is quickly eliminated by the controller.
3.3. BSC-based position control
Here it is shown that with high-quality torque control
provided by the base sensor feedback, it is easy to obtain

Fig. 6. Joint 1 torque control experimental results.

Fig. 7. BSC-based precision position control structure.

precise position control using a simple PD outer loop
(see Fig. 7).
Consider the single joint controller given by
s "s #k






R

!s )


(26)

s "k (q !q)#k (q !q ),

 
 

(27)



(s



with

where k and k are the proportional and derivative


gains, respectively.
Using this controller, joint 1 of the PUMA 550 was
commanded to move very slowly, tracking a very lowamplitude triangular wave (see Fig. 8). The magnitude of
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Table 1
Error for 0.13 triangular wave tracking
Controller type
PID control
BSC-based PD control

RMS error
(deg)
0.020
0.0042

Maximum error
(deg)
0.056
0.012

Fig. 9. Cartesian tracking results.

Fig. 8. Comparison of BSC and conventional control for a precise
tracking task.

the desired motion is #/!0.13, with a period of 10 s.
This corresponds to a desired velocity of 7 encoder
counts per second. This is a di$cult task for a manipulator with high joint friction.
The BSC control method is compared with conventional PD and PID controllers. For these three controllers, the proportional and derivative positions gains have
been tuned to provide a bandwidth of 5 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.5. The integral gain in the PID control has
been selected to be quite high, equal to 80% of the
smallest value exhibiting instability.
Fig. 8 clearly shows improved position control performance provided by the BSC control. Conventional PD
control leads to almost no motion, due to coulomb
joint friction. The PID controller performs much
better, and provides a zero steady-state positioning error.
However, when the sign of the velocity changes, the
position integral compensator requires a long time (2.5 s)
to compensate for the friction, resulting in lack of positioning precision. The base-sensed torque feedback control method compensates rapidly for the Coulomb
friction at velocity sign changes (&50 ms) and the position error remains close to zero during the entire position
pro"le.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the three controllers. Conventional (PI) control results in RMS errors
476% greater than BSC control, and the maximum error
466% greater. The results of BSC control show that the
resolution of the encoder is reached. An encoder count
corresponds to a 0.00583 angle, and thus the root-meansquare error (0.00423) is less than one encoder count
throughout the entire task.
Fig. 9 shows position control results for the PUMA
performing a cartesian-space motion task. In this task the
end-e!ector is required to track a circle with a 350 lm
radius. The desired trajectory requires the "rst three
joints to perform coordinated motion (the wrist joints are
locked during these experiments). The joint-level control
scheme is as described above. In the robot con"guration
selected, the maximum magnitude of the joint motions is
0.13. The end-e!ector position was measured using a 2D
photodetector and a laser mounted on the robot's ende!ector.
Fig. 9 shows the cartesian tracking results in the sensor
coordinate frame. It should be noted that, since the
motion is cyclic, the sign of the velocity changes at least
once in all three joints during the motion. This results in
large frictional disturbances. The spite of these perturbations, the precision remains excellent: the maximum absolute position error is less than 30 lm. This is an excellent
result considering the substantial joint friction found in
the highly geared transmission of this manipulator.
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4. Application of BSC control to a hydraulic manipulator
The Schilling Titan II is a six degree-of-freedom industrial hydraulic manipulator (see Fig. 10). It is used widely
in undersea and nuclear applications because of its very
high strength, low weight, and large workspace. However, it su!ers from poor dynamic characteristics,
largely due to high joint friction. Performance during
small, slow motions is dominated by di$cult-to-model
nonlinear joint and actuator friction (Armstrong, 1991;
Habibi, Richards & Goldenberg, 1994; Lischinsky,
Canudas de Wit & Morel, 1999). Base sensor control
was implemented in an attempt to improve the lowspeed, small-amplitude performance of the Titan II. The
control hardware was identical to the PUMA 550 system
(see Section 3) with the exception that joint position
resolver feedback was converted to encoder-type
signals with an e!ective resolution of 0.0873. The base
sensor used in these experiments was a modi"ed version
of the AMTI OR6-4000 six-axis force/moment sensor
(AMTI, 1995).
The position control scheme had the same form as the
system used in PUMA control experiments (see Fig. 7).
The inner loop integral compensator provides low-pass
"ltering, and zero steady-state error. However, while
previous theoretical and experimental results for the
PUMA showed that an integral compensator with
a feedforward term provides the best performance, analysis for the Titan II is less conclusive, due to its highly
nonlinear characteristics. It is shown below, however,
that an inner loop integral compensator is e!ective for
the Titan II. A simple proportional controller is used for
the outer loop. Derivative feedback is not required due to
the high damping inherent in the system.
Fig. 11a shows a simple test where the third joint of the
Titan II tracks a 1.53 magnitude triangular wave at 0.1
Hz. The commanded trajectory magnitude corresponds
to approximately 17 counts of the quadrature-converted
resolver signal. Due to the very high joint friction, this
motion is di$cult to execute.
Proportional and integral gains were tuned to 75% of
the level causing structural oscillation. The manipulator
under conventional control (shown in Fig. 11a) requires
a relatively long time (&6 s) to reach zero-error tracking. However, BSC control allows the manipulator to
achieve good tracking performance within a much shorter (&0.5 s) time. Due to the integral nature of both
controllers, tracking performance lags at velocity sign
changes (when the frictional force changes direction).
Fig. 11b shows the joint angular errors of the two
control approaches, and Table 2 compares the results.
Conventional (PI) control results in RMS errors 326%
greater than BSC control, and the maximum error 127%
greater.
Comparing the performance of the same controllers
executing an even smaller amplitude pro"le (0.53, 0.1 Hz

Fig. 10. Schilling Titan II mounted on a force/torque sensor.

Fig. 11. Joint space tracking comparison for schilling Titan II.

triangular waveform) also shows the substantial improvement with the base sensor approach (see Table 3).
This motion corresponds to a magnitude of approximately 6 counts, and velocity of 2 counts per second.
At these very low speeds, proportional control with
base-sensor feedback requires slightly longer to compensate for friction at velocity sign changes (&1 s). However, zero steady-state error is still achieved.
Conventional control RMS error is 120% larger than
BSC control. While some errors remain for the BSC
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Table 2
Error for 1.53 triangular wave tracking
Controller type
PI control
BSC-based P control

RMS error
(deg)
0.3671
0.0861
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Table 4
Errors in cartesian-space tracking
Maximum error
(deg)
0.7860
0.3460

Controller type
PI control
BSC-based P control

RMS error
(mm)
3.033
0.776

Maximum error
(mm)
4.643
1.365

Table 3
Error for 0.53 triangular wave tracking
Controller type
PI control
BSC-based P control

RMS error
(deg)
0.1863
0.0845

Maximum error
(deg)
0.4480
0.2520

Fig. 13. Tracking comparison with payload.

Fig. 12. Cartesian space tracking.

control, recall that this is a very large, powerful manipulator with very high joint friction performing a slow and
small motion, a very di$cult task.
Cartesian-space experimental results for the Titan II
also show substantially improved performance with BSC
control. The task shown in Fig. 12 is to track a small
circle in cartesian space using joints two and three of the
Titan II manipulator. The circle has 15 mm radius and
the speed is 0.166 rpm. Recall that the manipulator has
a reach of approximately 1.9 m.
This motion requires coupled motion between joints
with parallel axes of rotation (joints two and three). This
motion will thus test the validity of the torque estimation
equation simpli"cations (i.e. the removal of dynamic
terms) since the joint torque information for joints two
and three is now highly coupled in the base-sensed
wrench.

The e!ectiveness of the BSC controller for cartesian
motion is shown in Fig. 12. Table 4 gives a summary of
the results. Clearly, the method results in a signi"cant
improvement.
The ability of BSC control to handle large payloads
was also investigated. Many industrial tasks require accurate positioning of heavy payloads, such as the placement of the steam generator nozzle dam during nuclear
power facility maintenance (Zezza, 1985). A control system must therefore be robust to variations in the e!ective
load on the system, and should provide high-performance control in both loaded and unloaded states. The
Titan II is a very lightweight arm (77 kg). An ungeared,
lightweight arm which is capable of supporting large
loads will be subject to large variations in the e!ective
load on the actuator, a di$cult control problem. Here it
is shown that the model-free control scheme is robust
enough to deal with these variations, and still provide
accurate tracking performance.
The commanded task was for the third joint of the
Titan II to perform one degree sine wave tracking at
0.1 Hz while supporting a 210 N payload, a substantial
load. Fig. 13 compares the tracking performance of PI
control and BSC-based P control. From these results it
can be seen that with a payload, the performance of PI
control is substantially degraded. BSC control performs
substantially better. It provides rapid response to friction
sign changes, and zero-error tracking is achieved.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper a method for compensating for joint
friction, using a six-axis force/torque sensor mounted
under the manipulator is presented. A simpli"ed form of
this method is formulated, which depends only on feedback from the force/torque sensor and manipulator kinematic parameters. The simpli"ed method is shown to
greatly improve the positioning performance during
"ne-motion tasks of a both a highly geared electrical
manipulator and an industrial hydraulic manipulator.
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